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ABSTRACT

The rich, interdisciplinary tradition of learning styles is markedly absent in information systems-related research. The current study applies the framework of learning styles to a common educational component of many of today’s information systems curricula - object-oriented systems development - in an effort to answer the question as to whether one’s learning style, when matched with a specific complementary instructional methodology, results in increased domain-specific performance. The data collected from 196 information systems majors enrolled in object-oriented systems development courses suggest that task performances increases significantly when the instructional methodology closely mirrors the student’s learning style inclination.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are many differing contexts associated with the word “style.” In a general context, style may refer to the characteristics which signify, unify, or distinguish an entity via form or function (Merriam-Webster, 2008). It is common to describe and classify unique styles in many domains. For example, there are various architectural styles that may be classified by elements of form, material, time period, and indigenous geographic region. Similarly, there are many distinct literary styles, classified by form, genre, and technique. However, style is not a term that is particularly well-associated with the processes that comprise the complex mechanism of individual learning. However, recent research suggests that the style by which one learns and applies knowledge is an important characteristic to consider in the aggregate educational processes (Graf, Lin and Kinshuk, 2008; Kolb and Kolb, 2009; Syler et al., 2006; Thorton, Haskell and Libby, 2006; Zualkernan, Allert, and Qadah, 2006)

Acknowledgement of unique learning styles is an attempt to characterize the complex processes by which one acquires knowledge (Kolb, Rubin and McIntyre, 1974). Learning style may be thought of as a formulation of preconceptions by an individual engaged in the activity of learning (Biggs and Moore, 1993). These preconceptions may include a combination of one’s expectations based on previous experiences, one’s cognitive ability, and one’s personality (Hall, Cegielski and Wade, 2006; Kiguwa and Silva, 2007). The literature in the area of learning styles indicates that some individuals demonstrate a more rapid absorption of subject matter when the pedagogical approach utilized in instruction closely mirrors the students learning style inclination (Felder and Silverman, 1988; Garcia, Schiaffino and Amandi, 2008; Honey and Mumford, 1992; Kolb, 1984; Litzinger and Osif, 1993; Park et al., 2010).

The motivation for the current study is very specific with regard to the aforementioned assertion. The current study assesses the instructional impact of a treatment designed to facilitate the learning of object-oriented systems development (OOSD) for students who previously demonstrated an inclination towards a visual learning style. From the results of this study, instructors engaged in the teaching of OOSD may better utilize knowledge regarding learning styles as a tool to enhance student performance.

The remainder of this manuscript is arranged in the following manner. First, we describe the significant concepts associated with learning styles; an area of popular pedagogical research that is heretofore underrepresented in information systems (IS) development research. Next, we describe the unique aspects of teaching OOSD. Thus, we present a comprehensive review of the general literature of learning styles and subsequently discuss the applications of such concepts to IS development through the contextual perspective of object-oriented programming languages (OOPL). Then, we propose a model that serves as the
framework for this study and the basis of hypothesis development. Next, we discuss the methods employed to 1) assess the learning styles of the study participants and 2) measure the affect on outcomes via the treatment applied to the subjects. Finally, we present our findings as they relate to education of students engaged in OOSD courses.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Learning Styles

Learning is a predominant cognitive function in human beings, which drives the development of new capacities, skills, values, understanding, and preferences (Yannakakis, Maragoudakis and Hallam, 2009). We define learning as the acquisition of different types of knowledge through the assimilation of data via the five senses. Although the definition is concise, the construct of learning is multifaceted (Saljo, 2009). Review of the published literature on learning reveals several substantial areas of active investigation related to the activity. For example, many researchers have explored the factors that affect one’s capacity to learn (Claxton, 2007). Additionally, recent research has focused on one’s desire or motivation to learn (Dreher et al., 2009; Shroff, Vogel and Coombes, 2008; Yair, 2000; Wang and Braman, 2009). Still, others investigate various aspects of how people learn (Klassja-Milicevic et al., 2011; Strickland et al., 1991; Wang and Liao, 2011). It is this last area of research in which the aspects of learning styles are grounded.

Although there is significant depth of research and interest in learning styles in both the educational and the psychological domains, applied empirical investigation of learning styles within the IS domain is lacking. For IS researchers and educators, it should be obvious that there is value in addressing the void that exists in both research and pedagogical areas of IS as it relates to learning styles. Through this study, we seek to address this gap by providing an initial foundation from which other researchers may contribute to the development of a rich research tradition of learning styles in the IS domain.

A learning style is an aggregate construct of cognitive, affective, and psychological factors that provide insight into how an individual responds to a specific pedagogy (Kolb, 1984). Research in learning styles theory suggests that each individual has an inclination towards a particular multifaceted modality for learning (Cagiltay, 2008). The theory identifies four different constructs as the foundation of one’s learning style, as summarized in Table 1. Individuals are categorized by their level of engagement during the learning process (active-reflective), affinity for abstraction (sensing-intuitive), preferred input methodology (visual-verbal), and perceptual capabilities (sequential-global) (Felder and Silverman, 1988). Every individual has some inclination in each of the aforementioned four dimensions. For example, one may favor learning through group work using pictures and diagrams to organize concrete facts into a series. This person would be classified, according to the theory, as an active-sensing-visual-sequential learner.

The literature in the research domain of learning styles suggests that the process of learning is facilitated more aptly when the instructional methods match the learner’s style inclination (Allinson and Hayes, 1996; Felder and Brent, 2005; Hsieh et al., 2011). Simply stated, one may acquire a better understanding of the subject matter in question when one engages in a learning activity that functionally mirrors one’s own dominant learning style. From a practical educational perspective, it is difficult for an educator to possess a priori knowledge of his or her student’s learning styles. However, this phenomenon belies our research question: does teaching to one’s learning style improve one’s performance? This is the overarching question that, when put into the context of IS, serves as the motivation for our study.

There are a number of different learning style assessment tools (Graf, Lin and Kinshuk, 2008). A frequently utilized instrument, and one designed for use with engineering students in higher education, is the Soloman-Felder Index of Learning Styles. However, this phenomenon belies our research question: does teaching to one’s learning style improve one’s performance? This is the overarching question that, when put into the context of IS, serves as the motivation for our study.

There are a number of different learning style assessment tools (Graf, Lin and Kinshuk, 2008). A frequently utilized instrument, and one designed for use with engineering students in higher education, is the Soloman-Felder Index of Learning Styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active-Reflective</td>
<td>The manner in which one engages in processing information</td>
<td>Active learners prefer to engage in group discussions and apply information to common situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reflective learners prefer to cogitate and internally process new information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing-Intuitive</td>
<td>The extent to which one is inclined to embrace concrete or abstract forms of information to form a frame of reference for learning</td>
<td>Sensing learners prefer the empirical facts and tangible work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intuitive learners prefer theories and rely on their ability to identify general relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual-Verbal</td>
<td>The degree to which one favors either visual or textual input as the primary input mode in the learning process</td>
<td>Visual learners prefer to use pictures, diagrams, and charts in the learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal learners prefer textual input (written or spoken) of information in the learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential-Global</td>
<td>The degree to which one prefers the presentation of information in an incremental linear series or a holistic broad strokes</td>
<td>Sequential learners are inclined to apply a stepwise approach to assimilating new information perhaps recognizing the “big picture” after comprehending the underlying components of the information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Global learners more readily grasp the “big picture” but often miss the details that support the overall message of the information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of the Constructs Associated with Learning Styles
Polymorphism and Inheritance are characteristics of Object-Oriented Programming Languages (OOPL) as the contextual artifact in this study. OOPL was chosen as an operationalization of systems development because the languages are pervasive in IS programs of higher education and present unique educational challenges to both instructors and students alike (Ramesh and Wu, 2004). For the educator, it is often difficult to effectively teach the abstract concepts of encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism (the foundation of OOPL) while simultaneously instructing students in the syntactic nuances of OOPL (Manns and Nelson, 1996).

A cursory review of currently available textbooks in the OOPL domain reveals that the content offerings of OOPL textbooks often follow either a sequential or parallel approach to instruction. That is, the textbooks and subsequently developed pedagogy present the concepts of OOPL and the syntactic illustrations of code in a disconnected sequential fashion. For example, the first several chapters of the text are dedicated to concepts and the later chapters of the text address syntax and code development. Conversely, a number of textbooks attempt to intersperse concepts and syntax equally throughout each chapter. In some respects, this method provides a more integrated approach to the instruction and learning of OOPL. However, this approach requires both the instructor and the student to possess the ability to toggle between streams of abstraction and tangible application (Ramesh and Wu, 2004). This can be a challenge for students, particularly because it requires one to apply the concepts independently from one another. In fact, the basic OOPL concepts of encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism (which are defined in Table 2) are interdependent to such a degree that one of the concepts cannot be appropriately applied without utilizing, at least tangentially, the two other related concepts. Thus, it would seem that both of these methods of instruction have merit as well as shortcomings.

Although challenges exist for both educators and students engaged in the instruction and the learning of OOPL, it is not the intention nor the focus of the research presented herein to engage a debate on the topic of structure regarding the teaching of OOPL. The aforementioned points are made solely to support the assertion that the instruction of students in OOPL is a very complex process because of the nature of the material, which is highly conceptual as well as practically applicable. Given the complexities of teaching and learning OOPL, we assert that it is important to explore the entire spectrum of factors that may affect a student’s ability to digest the knowledge required to apply OOPL skills in a meaningful problem-solving manner.

In industry, object-oriented programming and using tools such as C++ or Java derive much of their popular appeal from the set of unique conceptual attributes that grounds the practical development processes in these types of languages (Fedorowicz and Villeneuve, 1999; Hall, Cegielski and Wade, 2006). Flexible and reusable code is an end result of the application of the concepts that underpin OOPL (Coad and Yourdon, 1991a, 1991b). Specifically, the differences between an OOPL and traditional procedural programming language may be characterized and measured with two metrics – degree of cohesion and degree of coupling (Booch, 1991; Bradley, 1992; Fenton and Pfleeger, 1997).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Operational Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulation</td>
<td>The packaging of programming code into wholly independent, self-contained units</td>
<td>Creation of classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance</td>
<td>The use of existing coded classes as foundational components for the creation of new programming code</td>
<td>The parent-child relationship of extend classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymorphism</td>
<td>The capability of an object to retain a generalized purpose while assuming different forms of application in separate instances of programming code</td>
<td>Instantiation of autonomous objects from classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Object-Oriented Systems Development Concepts (derived from Hall, Cegielski, and Wade, 2006)
Lee and Rehder, 1995). A greater degree of modularity through less coupling, interdependency between program routines, and greater cohesion facilitates the development of highly flexible and reusable software (Fichman and Kemerer, 1992; Hall, Cegielski and Wade, 2006). As a point of reference, highly coupled program routines are indivisible because each routine is dependent upon the function of another routine (White, 2003). A computer program that exhibits a high degree of coupling is more difficult to maintain, to extend, and to reuse due to extensive internal interdependences among routines (Kolling, 1999). However, a computer program that exhibits a high degree of cohesion consists of elements that are separable, and thus independent in scope, from an aggregate program of which they were only a component. In this form, components are reusable and, therefore, flexible (Sultan and Chan, 2000). For clarity, Figure 1 illustrates the operationalization of systems development via OOP.

3. RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

As noted in the previous summary of learning styles literature, there is some indication that the coordination of a student’s type of learning style with an instructional method that closely reflects that learning style may enhance measurable outcomes in the educational process (Allinson and Hayes, 1996; Felder and Brent, 2005; Lau and Yuen, 2011; Prajapati et al., 2011). From this assertion, we constructed a general conceptual model, which is depicted in Figure 2. In the model, instructional method mediates the relationship between individual learning style and educational outcomes. Our study operationalizes this model via investigating a specific IS instructional tool, Unified Modeling Language (UML), and programming performance outcomes. Thus, Figure 2 doubles as our research model. As the model suggests, our study investigates whether or not the coordination between one’s learning style and a similar instructional methodology has an impact on performance outcomes.

In order to facilitate testing of the model, it was necessary to develop appropriately broad task performance...
measures for OOSD. A review of the literature produced 24 articles published between 1971 and 2008 that reported dependent variables related to computer programming skills and ability. Overwhelmingly, the dependent variables in most of the aforementioned studies were in the form of some sort of grade. While common in the literature, course grade or a single exam score are not appropriately granular dependent variables to support the analysis of the research question posited herein. Therefore, we opted to operationalize the measurement of object-oriented programming performance through a series of tests that assess one’s ability in the domain from a multidimensional perspective.

Foreman (1988) argued that computer programming performance was most aptly assessed through a distillation of the interrelated components that comprise the entirety of the activity. According to Foreman (1988), the components that comprise the activity of computer programming are 1) syntax, 2) comprehension, 3) debugging, 4) composition, and 5) modification. Thus, we adopt these specific components as the dependent variables employed in our current study.

Operational definitions and contextual examples of these variables are illustrated in Table 3.

The research model suggests 20 testable relationships, which invoke the following hypotheses.

**H1**: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

**H2**: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.
Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

Table 3: Summary of the Component Activities of Computer Programming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syntax</td>
<td>A demonstration of the mastery of the grammatical rules of the language</td>
<td>The appropriate use of assignment operators in the declaration of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>One’s ability to read and understand the functional aspects of a program</td>
<td>The ability to predict programming outputs from given inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>The ability to identify errors found within existing code and offer potential solutions</td>
<td>The ability to recognize that variables shared among methods must be global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>One’s capability to write functionally complete code</td>
<td>Generating a functional program from scratch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification</td>
<td>The capability to edit existing code so as to change the function of said code</td>
<td>Rewriting a method so that the new method will allow the use of user input as opposed to system data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H3: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H4: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming syntax test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H5: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H6: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H7: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H8: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming debugging test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H9: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H10: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H11: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H12: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming composition test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.
H13: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H14: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H15: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H16: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming comprehension test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H17: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

H18: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H19: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method.

H20: Students who demonstrate an inclination toward a verbal learning style and are instructed using a tool that supports a verbal learning style instructional method, will perform better on an object oriented computer programming modification test than those students who demonstrate an inclination toward a visual learning style and are not instructed using a tool that supports a visual learning style instructional method.

4. METHODOLOGY

Over a four year span, data were collected from 196 IS majors who completed an OOSD course offered in the college of business at a national university in the southeastern United States. The 16 week course is required for IS majors and open to those students with junior or senior standing and a university-validated overall grade point average of 2.20 or higher. During the data collection period, multiple sections of the course were offered. Over the term of the data collection period, the scope of the content presented was identical and each section was led by the same instructor. Each course met twice a week for one hour and fifteen minutes. There were no additional meetings of the courses beyond the 40 hours of instructional contact required by the institution for a three credit hour course.

An analysis of the demographic information collected on the subjects that participated in the current study revealed a relatively homogenous sample. Seventy-one percent of the subjects were males and 92% of those who participated in the study were between the ages of 18 and 25 years of age. On the first day of class during each semester, each of the students was asked to complete the 44 question Soloman-Felder ILS. From an analysis of this data, students were initially classified as either visual or verbal learners. The ILS administration was repeated at the end of the semester as a means to ensure a reliable classification of the students. There were no reclassifications of students based on the replication of the ILS and the subsequent analysis of the data.

4.1 Experimental Treatment: Unified Modeling Language

UML, introduced in 1997 and widely used in software development, is a standardized, general purpose modeling convention that consists of 13 diagram types that facilitate the visual presentation of abstract object oriented computer programming concepts (Dzidek, Arisholm and Briand, 2008). In practice, UML diagrams are often the first artifacts of a computer software architecture from which a system is subsequently created (Lange, Chaudron, and Muskens, 2006). UML was selected as a treatment for this experiment because it presents a visual illustration through which object-oriented computer code may be represented. Although there are other modeling tools that may have served aptly as a treatment in this experiment, UML offers several particular advantages over the other possible alternatives.

First, because only 13 general artifacts are used, UML is generally easy for students to learn and employ. In this
experiment, a subset of only three of the artifacts were used: class level, method level, and object level. Second, the tool is designed specifically for use in modeling object oriented systems. This was a particularly important factor as the systems development process in question is object oriented. Finally, UML, unlike many other modeling tools, requires no investment of additional software to facilitate its use. This eliminates a potential resource constraint for both the instructor and the students.

As reported in Table 4, UML was the single treatment applied to 95 of the 196 subjects; the remaining 101 students received no UML. During the first week of each semester, the 95 UML subjects were presented with an overview of UML and shown how to read and diagram object oriented computer code using the aforementioned tool. Additionally, these 95 students were provided a UML diagram for each of the 16 teaching examples utilized in the course. Before discussing a teaching example during a lecture, the instructor visually presented, via an electronic white board, the UML diagram and related the example to the entire class.

A total of 95 of the 196 subjects (48.4%) received the visual treatment, whereas the remaining 101 students (51.6%) served as a control group. The distribution of subjects in the treatment groups is shown in Table 4. The table presents the number of subjects assigned to each category, broken down by their learning style based on the three categories: visual, verbal, and total. The table includes columns for UML and non-UML groups, with a total number of subjects for each group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Learning Style</th>
<th>UML</th>
<th>Non-UML</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Distribution of Subjects in Treatment Groups

5. RESULTS

Each of the 20 research hypotheses was assessed using ANOVA. The summary of the findings for each statistical test are presented in Table 5. Hypothesis H1, H5, H9, H13, and H17 were constructed to assess whether or not visual learners perform better when instructed with a pedagogy that is tailored toward a visual learning style. The findings support each of the aforementioned hypotheses that visual learners will perform statistically better on OOSD tasks than those visual learners who are not instructed using a pedagogy that supports a visual learning style.

Results of hypothesis H10, H14, and H18, which were constructed to assess whether or not verbal learners perform better when instructed with a pedagogy that is tailored toward a verbal learning style, provide some support for the assertion. Specifically, verbal learners instructed through a verbal learning style demonstrated no statistically significant difference in performance from other verbal learners who were instructed with the visual learning style treatment. This provides support for the assertion that visual learning style instruction may not produce measurable benefits when utilized with verbal learners.

Two hypotheses that were also constructed to assess whether or not verbal learners perform better when instructed with a pedagogy that is tailored toward a verbal learning style, H2 and H6, were not supported. Neither were H3 and H7 supported. However, when comparing the performance of visual and verbal learners who both received instruction that incorporated the visual learning treatment of UML, there is a significant statistical difference among groups regarding the dependent variables of comprehension, composition, and modification (H11, H15, and H19). However, it is possible that the dependent variables in question for each of the non-supported hypotheses (syntax and debugging) do not exhibit as strong a correlation to learning style as comprehension, composition, and modification.

Finally, there was no statistically significant difference for any of the dependent variables assessed through a comparison of visual and verbal learners where neither group received the visual treatment (H4, H8, H12, H16, and H20). These hypotheses represented the control groups in the study. Because of the lack of significant statistical difference among these groups, our assumption that the instruction method and presentation of the material was consistent across sections is supported.

6. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Our research investigates whether one acquires a better understanding of the OOSD knowledge when one engages in a learning activity that functionally mirrors one’s own dominate learning style. We now discuss the findings and implications of our investigation into this topic.

6.1 Visual-Oriented Instruction Enhances Performance of Visual Learners

The current experiment provides support for the general conclusion that a student who demonstrates an inclination toward a visual learning style will perform better on subject specific tasks if he or she is instructed on those tasks using a visual teaching tool. In our study, we found a clear difference between the two groups utilized to assess this assertion. In all five outcome measures, syntax, debugging, comprehension, composition, and modification, students classified as visual learners when instructed with the visual treatment tool of UML performed significantly better than those visual learners who were instructed without the visual treatment of UML. Additionally, the data provide evidence for the assertion that students with a visual learning style perform better on specific object-oriented programming tasks than students with a verbal learning style when both groups are instructed in visual learning style.

Regarding visual learners and visual instructional style, the results of three of the five specific measurement outcomes, comprehension, composition, and modification, support the conclusion that visual learners that are instructed with a visual learning style perform better on tasks specific to the knowledge domain than verbal learners who also
6.2 Verbal-Oriented Instruction Enhances Performance of Verbal Learners

The findings in the current experiment offer support for the assertion that students with a verbal learning style inclination perform better on specific object-oriented programming tasks when they are instructed in a manner that mirrors a verbal learning style. Specifically, the findings provide support for this assertion in three of the five specific measurement outcomes – comprehension, composition, and modification. Additionally, there were no differences detected in the performance among the groups of visual and verbal learners when no treatment was applied to either group. These findings complement the conclusions developed in the previous discussion about visual learners. This also suggests that verbal learners may not derive any additional benefit from visual instruction.

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Although the experiment was conducted in a rigorous methodological fashion, nevertheless, there are limitations worth noting. However, it is within the limitations of this study that other researchers with interests in learning styles may begin to develop a broad research agenda to address the gap that exists in the current IS literature.

Similar to the intricacies of human personality, learning styles are complex and often present overlapping dimensions when assessed via a standardized instrument such as the ILS. In this study, students were classified as visual or verbal learners using the 44 question ILS. Most students, based on the individual analysis of the ILS scores, did exhibit a strong inclination toward a given learning style. However, there were six students in the subject pool who did not exhibit a strong inclination toward either the visual or the verbal style. In these cases, the students were classified into the subject category towards which they demonstrated the highest affinity. For example, four students in the subject pool scored high on both visual and verbal sections of the ILS. These students were classified into the subject group based on the fact that they exhibited a stronger association towards a visual learning style than verbal learning style. These cases represented 3% of the total subject pool of 196.

In this study, we focus on the visual-verbal dimension of learning style. Future research should include an analysis of all four learning styles within the subject domain of IS development. If the research in the area of learning styles within IS is to develop and mature to a point where there exists a complete taxonomy, then the additional dimensions of learning styles need to be addressed.
Although the five dependent variables assessed in the current study present a specific and encompassing perspective of task performance in OOSD, the metrics employed represent only one possible set of assessment criteria. Certainly, it would be necessary in future research to expand upon the metrics used in the current study to provide a greater opportunity to argue that any findings may be generalizable beyond each specific study.

8. CONCLUSION

The results of this research provide an initial empirical assessment of learning styles and their relationship to performance in an OOSD course. The contribution of our research is twofold. First, the research presented herein may serve as foundation from which to launch a detailed research agenda in the area of learning styles within the IS educational domain. As a research and educational domain, IS is interdisciplinary in nature. Underlying concepts are derived from multiple domains, to include cognitive psychology, communications, and educational pedagogy. Thus, IS researchers engaged in teaching activities should feel comfortable delving into the reference disciplines upon which learning styles are grounded. It is a practice that is particularly important if we have the desire to expand the boundaries of the IS domain. Our study serves as an initial step toward expansion in this area.

Most importantly, the findings provide support for the assertion that classroom instruction, when tailored toward a student’s learning style, may produce better task performance. As IS curriculum continues to evolve with the ever-changing needs of the global workforce (Apigian and Gambill, 2010; Stefanidis and Fitzgerald, 2010), we undoubtedly want to do our best to effectively deliver relevant content to ensure our students perform well both in the classroom and beyond. As demonstrated in this experiment, one could plausibly foresee an educator with an understanding of learning styles utilize specific classroom techniques that emphasize a particular learning style given his or her student’s a priori demonstration of an inclination toward a given learning style. This would certainly require a degree of initiative and preemptive participation on the part of an instructor as well as his or her students. However, should we as educators accept the challenge to teach them how they learn, our impact as educators may be greater and our students may be better prepared for the rigors of the profession into which they aspire to enter.
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